Assessing Allostery in Intrinsically Disordered Proteins With Ensemble Allosteric Model.
Intrinsically disordered (ID) proteins have been shown to play a major role in signaling in a broad range of proteins, using a process known as allostery, wherein the protein can integrate one or a number of inputs to regulate its function. The disorder-mediated allostery can be understood energetically with ensemble allosteric model (EAM). In this model, the molecule without effectors is considered as an ensemble of preexisting conformations, and effector binding is treated as an energetic perturbation of the ensemble to redistribute the microstates that are favorable or unfavorable to the second binding partner. As it only considers the intrinsic energetics of the system and does not depend on a crystallographic structure, it can be applied to both structured proteins, ID proteins, and mixed proteins with both structured and ID domains. Simulation with EAM on the basis of experimental data can help quantitatively explain experimental observations, as well as to make predictions to direct future research. This has recently been illustrated with the case of human glucocorticoid receptor, a multidomain transcription factor that contains both structured and disordered regions. In this chapter, we describe the assays for measuring the transcriptional activity, binding affinity to cognate DNA, conformational stability, either on single domain or tandem coupled domains in the GR two-domain isoforms. We then explain how these data are utilized as input parameters or constraints in the EAM for quantitative estimates of stabilities and coupling energies for each domain through global minimization method.